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Gilles Deleuze explains the crisis of the movement-image and the ad-
vent of the time-image as results of World War II, the unsteadiness of the 
American dream, the new consciousness of minorities, and the influence of 
literary modes of narration on the cinema. This formulation of the time-
image as a response to historical events obscures Deleuze�s own insight 
that the time-image already works within the movement-image. In the pref-
ace to the English edition of Cinema 2, Deleuze suggests that we look in si-
lent cinema for a time-image that �has always been breaking through, hold-
ing back or encompassing the movement-image.�1 Following this second 
formulation, I argue that a certain kind of time-image precedes and enables 
the movement-image. I call such image transcendental (in a Kantian sense) 
because its characteristic forking produces the two poles of the movement-
image: the empirical (appearances) and the metaphysical (truth). 

Deleuze already characterises the time-image as transcendental to 
distinguish its direct images of time from the indirect images of time that the 
movement-image produces, which are either empirical or metaphysical. My 
use of Kantian terminology differs from Deleuze�s own invocation of such 
terms in at least two fundamental ways. First, whereas in Cinema 2 tran-
scendental refers to an essential characteristic of the time-image, in this 
essay the term refers to a specific kind of time-image that communicates 
the empirical and the metaphysical within the movement-image. Second, I 
apply the empirical/metaphysical/transcendental triad not to time, as 
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Deleuze does, but rather to questions of knowledge on three different lev-
els: between narrative discourse (the presentation of events) and story (the 
viewer�s reconstruction of the action), between actual and spectral versions 
of the narrative discourse, and between appearances and truth in the world 
of the story. On the first level, the story functions as the metaphysical truth 
that viewers decipher from the narrative discourse, the empirical presenta-
tion of events. On the second level, the actual narrative discourse may 
conceal or repress a spectral narrative discourse that, as a result of cen-
sorship, appears as the uncompromised, true narrative discourse. On the 
third level, characters and objects present empirical and metaphysical fac-
ets; in other words, appearances of characters or objects may not corre-
spond to their true nature. 

I discuss the workings of the transcendental image by comparing The 
Wind (Victor Sjöström, 1928), regarded as one of the last American mas-
terpieces of silent cinema, to Casablanca (Michael Curtiz, 1943), arguably 
the ultimate example of classical Hollywood cinema. By means of this 
comparison, I intend to show how in The Wind the transcendental image 
both creates and fills in the gap between the empirical and the metaphysi-
cal, realms that communicate directly in Casablanca. 

The Wind begins when Letty (Lillian Gish), on her way to settling with 
her cousin Beverly (Edward Earle) in the West, meets Wirt Roddy (Mon-
tagu Love), a cattle dealer. Wirt warns Letty of the wind, which makes 
women go insane in that country. Shortly after Letty arrives, Cora (Dorothy 
Cumming), Beverly�s wife, becomes jealous of her and forces her to marry 
either Lige (Lars Hanson) or Sourdough (William Orlamond), two cowboys 
in love with Letty. Letty decides to marry Lige, but refuses any physical 
contact with him. During a sandstorm, Wirt visits Letty, spends the night 
with her, and possibly rapes her. The morning after, Letty refuses to leave 
with Wirt and shoots him. She buries his body, but the wind uncovers the 
corpse. When Letty confesses her crime to Lige, the wind covers the 
corpse again. Realizing she loves Lige, Letty feels ready to face the wind. 

The similarities between the stories of The Wind and Casablanca are 
rather minimal. Although, like most classical Hollywood films, both films in-
tertwine the main plotline with a romantic subplot, the respective main plot-
lines differ completely from one another. In The Wind, Letty struggles 
against a force of nature; in Casablanca, Rick (Humphrey Bogart) struggles 
to maintain his neutrality in the face of war. Despite the differences, two 
sequences from The Wind offer striking similarities to those from Casa-
blanca that Richard Maltby analyses in his essay, �A Brief Romantic Inter-
lude�: the sequence that includes a kiss between Rick and Ilsa, and the 
ending. Accordingly, section I of this essay compares sequences with para-
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doxical ellipses from these two films; section II collates the myths surround-
ing the endings of both films; and section III examines how each of these 
films fills in the gap between appearance and truth. 

I. Narrative discourse and story: the uncertainty of rape 

In the main sequence that Maltby analyzes, Curtiz interrupts a kiss be-
tween Rick and Ilsa (Ingrid Bergman) by dissolving to a shot of the airport 
tower. When the movie dissolves back to the scene, Rick is looking out the 
window and the conversation resumes where it was interrupted. Maltby ar-
gues that the sequence is not ambiguous but intentionally paradoxical: 
�Viewers interpret what happens in this scene in at least two mutually con-
flicting ways. Half the audience insists that the scene must be understood 
to be suggesting that Bogart and Bergman had slept together. The other 
half deny it with as much vehemence.�2 The viewer constructs one of these 
conflicting hypotheses, Maltby explains, by disregarding certain interpreta-
tive cues that point towards the other. Maltby�s overarching point is that 
classical Hollywood cinema does not address or construct a model specta-
tor, but rather two different viewers: an innocent viewer, who knows that 
certain things do not happen in Hollywood, and a sophisticated one, who 
constructs a parallel imagined version not bound by moral regulations. For 
our purposes, we can explain these divergent readings as a result of the 
viewer�s natural desire to bridge the gap between narrative discourse (em-
pirical presentation of events) and story (metaphysical truth). Similarly in-
consistent, the rape sequence in The Wind also authorises innocent and 
sophisticated interpretations. However, the case here appears more com-
plicated since it is not only unclear if Letty and Wirt had sex or not; if in fact 
they did have sex, it is also uncertain if Letty was willing or not; and if she 
was willing, it is still questionable if the wind forced her into complying. 

Although classical Hollywood cinema customarily signals a sexual act 
by way of its effects, the rape sequence in The Wind remains equivocal in 
the version circulating in the United States. As a sandstorm terrifies Letty, 
someone knocks at the door. After hesitating for a while, Letty opens the 
door. When she realizes it is Wirt, she tries to escape from him into the 
sandstorm. However, a white horse neighing in the sky, which personifies 
the wind, seems to threaten her. The wind pushes her back into Wirt�s out-
stretched arms. More terrified by the wind than by Wirt, Letty mumbles 
some words and puts her arms around him before fainting. Wirt carries her 
into the bedroom and closes the door as Letty lies unconscious on the bed. 
The film dissolves into a shot of the white horse neighing in the sky. Al-
though one can interpret the first image of the white horse as Letty�s sub-
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jective hallucination, the second one appears after Letty has fainted, sug-
gesting that the wind � as a metaphysical entity � does not exist in Letty�s 
mind alone. The following morning, the sandstorm has abated. Letty ap-
pears upset as she looks at Wirt�s holster and gun. He seems surprised 
when Letty refuses to leave with him. The following intertitle suggests that 
something has happened between them the night before. Wirt says, �� but 
if he finds us here, he�ll kill us.� 

The sequence moderates Letty�s guilt in three different ways, following 
the logic of the anecdote that Freud invokes to explain the logic of dreams. 
In this anecdote, a man charged with returning a borrowed kettle in a dam-
aged condition offers a threefold defence: first, he has given the kettle back 
undamaged; second, it was already damaged when he borrowed it; and 
third, he did not borrow it at all.3 Likewise, the film offers three contradictory 
arguments for Letty�s innocence: first, the wind forced her to yield; second, 
she was raped in an unconscious state; and third, there was no sexual act 
at all. 

By alleging that Letty kills Wirt because he attempts to rape her, 
French and American critics have implicitly denied that a sexual act takes 
place. Georges Sadoul, for instance, writes: �One night, she is attacked by 
a former acquaintance (Love) who tries to rape her. Maddened by terror, 
she kills him.�4 Jean Mitry and Roger Boussinot also establish a direct con-
nection between the supposedly attempted rape and the murder.5 Since 
the film was released as a silent film in Europe in 1927 before synchronous 
sound was added for its release in the United States a year later, one could 
speculate that the rape sequence was significantly altered for its American 
release. The surviving 16 mm print in the Cinématheque Française, identi-
cal to the one circulating in the United States, does not support this hy-
pothesis.6 Neither do the surviving script drafts (or the novel, for that mat-
ter) offer any evidence that in an earlier version Letty kills Wirt when he 
tries to rape her.7

Like these French historians, American reviewers also failed (or re-
fused) to acknowledge that Letty was raped. The plot summary in Photo-
play coincides with the French interpretation of the events, and, like 
Boussinot�s account, describes the sequence using a term (�attack�) that 
ambiguously points towards an attempt to rape. The reviewer writes: �Does 
she come to love her diamond in the rough? Of course, but not until she 
kills a scoundrelly cattle buyer who attempts to attack her.�8

Three other American reviewers elude the question of rape com-
pletely. Harrison’s Reports explains the events in the following way: �He 
[Wirt] comes back secretly and tries to induce the heroine to follow him and 
thus get a chance to get away from the country that was cursed with sand 
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and storms. She tells him to go away and to leave her alone, threatening to 
shoot him. He does not take her seriously. She shoots and kills him.�9 The 
plot synopsis in Variety suggests that Letty and Wirt could have had sex, 
but not that he raped her: �Roddy forces his way into Lige�s home and 
stays there for the night with Letty. He urges the girl to go away with him in 
the morning. She refuses, shoots him when he becomes too insistent, and 
hurls the body into the sand where it is buried.�10 Mordaunt Hall�s review for 
The New York Times is as elliptical as the scene itself: �Roddy, the callous 
scoundrel, pursues the fair Letty in the old-fashioned way. He is the type 
who would carry out his evil desires if he had to go through fire and brim-
stone. As a matter of fact, he turns up smiling during a fearful wind, obvi-
ously with one purpose in mind. And during the scenes that follow Miss 
Gish acts in very much the same way she did in the haphazard days of 
film.�11

One could explain the absence of any direct reference to rape in Har-
rison’s Reports, Variety, and The New York Times as the result of censor-
ship; however, the misconstruction of the causal chain of events in the 
three French encyclopaedias � as well as in Photoplay � suggest that these 
French historians interpreted the ellipsis innocently, thereby giving an un-
equivocal moral justification to the murder. Their misreading successfully 
evades questions about Letty�s consent to the sexual act and about her 
reasons for killing Wirt. 

On the other hand, scholars who mention the rape sequence do not 
question if the rape took place or not. John Tibbetts briefly mentions the 
sequence and somewhat euphemistically writes that, �in a night of violence 
[Wirt] assaults Letty.�12 Bengt Forslund, Sjöström�s biographer, does not 
omit the rape, but inverts the order of events: �At first he tries to persuade 
her to go away with him, but when she refuses he is overcome by desire, 
and rapes her.�13 Charles Affron does not find the sequence ambiguous ei-
ther: �After being raped by the villain she somehow finds the strength to 
shoot him.�14 Ray Tumbleson�s comparison between the divergent endings 
in the novel and film rests on the unquestioned premise that Wirt rapes 
Letty in both the novel and the film.15

An examination of the surviving drafts suggests that the rape se-
quence suffered substantial revisions. For instance, in the last version of 
the screenplay, after Letty puts her arms around Wirt, a title makes explicit 
that she asks Wirt for protection against the wind: �The Wind! The Wind! 
Don�t let the wind get me!� Intertitles belonging to the following sequence 
do not appear in the film either: when Letty refuses to leave with Wirt, he 
asks her: �You ain�t going, after what happened last night?� Although 
mostly implemented during the post-production process, these changes 
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and omissions were not different in nature from those that Louis B. Mayer 
and Irving Thalberg suggested for The Scarlet Letter, the previous collabo-
ration between Sjöström and Gish for MGM, a film that also dealt with a 
woman�s infidelity. It is also significant that during the post-production proc-
ess of The Wind, MGM was facing protests from Irish and Catholic organi-
sations in regards to The Callahans and the Murphys (George W. Hill, 
1927), a comedy also adapted by Frances Marion that MGM actually with-
drew from theatres. Representatives of Catholic organisations reviewed 
Bringing Up Father, Frances Marion�s following adaptation, before produc-
tion began.16 Thalberg and Mayer were probably anticipating possible con-
tent-based attacks before releasing The Wind. The fact that MGM was fac-
ing censorship problems only in the United States explains why its circula-
tion in American theatres was delayed for more than a year. The examina-
tion of reviews and critical responses suggests that this censoring was suc-
cessful, to the point that reviewers, historians, and critics alike confidently 
constructed disparate (metaphysical) versions of the events without ac-
knowledging the uncertainty of their (empirical) presentation. In conclusion, 
these divergent reconstructions of events support Maltby�s hypothesis that 
classical Hollywood cinema addresses and satisfies innocent and sophisti-
cated audiences alike. 

II. Mythical endings 

In Misery (Rob Reiner, 1990), Annie Wilkes (Kathy Bates) rescues her 
favourite writer, Paul Sheldon (James Caan), from a car accident. Ob-
sessed with Misery (the heroine of a series of historical potboilers), Annie 
feels betrayed after realising that Misery dies in Sheldon�s latest novel. 
Thus Annie forces Paul to write a sequel where Misery comes back to life. 
However, she feels disappointed when Paul brings Misery back by disre-
garding certain events in the preceding novel. In other words, Paul must 
find a balance between Annie�s unreasonable demands as a reader and 
the logic of events within the novel. In a similar manner, most endings in 
classical Hollywood cinema must maintain a fragile balance between view-
ers� pleasure and logic of events. When this balance fails, viewers might 
not hold the power to ask for a sequel respecting both pleasure and logic. 
However, they may imagine more logical or pleasurable alternative end-
ings. As a result, the actual ending becomes a façade hiding the true (that 
is, logical or pleasurable) ending. 

By examining the different drafts of the screenplay for Casablanca, 
Maltby concludes that the hesitation about how to end the film � Rick and 
Ilsa taking the plane, Victor (Paul Henreid) taking the plane by himself, and 
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so forth � did not exist. He writes, �In every version of the script, as well as 
in its source, Rick sends Ilsa to Lisbon with Victor; in every version, the 
Laszlos leave.�17 Maltby agrees with Robert Ray, who argues that both the 
logic of the Production Code and ideological project of the film � dramatis-
ing the untenability of American isolationism � demanded the unhappy end-
ing.18 Maltby holds that plot implausibility, character inconsistency, and 
melodramatic coincidence explain the persistence of the myth of a parallel 
ending, since all these offer audiences the opportunity of distancing them-
selves from the narrative determinism that characterises classical Holly-
wood cinema. This phenomenon, Maltby asserts, is an �act of fatalistic, 
doomed resistance to the inevitability of its moralistic ending.�19

The myth about the existence of an unhappy ending for The Wind has 
also survived despite evidence to the contrary. Recently, Charles Affron, 
author of Gish�s latest biography, has established that the unhappy ending 
was never shot, although the ending was indeed reshot �to alter the happy 
fade-out that had already been filmed.�20 An examination of the surviving 
drafts leads Affron to conclude that the main alteration consisted in the 
elimination of Sourdough, Lige�s sidekick, as a witness to the couple�s bliss. 
According to Affron, Gish fabricated the story of the unhappy ending to 
characterize her break with MGM as �the saga of the incorruptible actress 
losing her battle against the philistine studio.�21 Sadoul�s entry for The Wind 
in his Dictionary of Films supports Affron�s hypothesis. Although Sadoul�s 
rendering of the ending differs completely from the surviving print in the 
United States, he notes that the film was distributed in Europe with a happy 
ending in 1927, before MGM recut the film and added synchronous sound-
effects for its 1928 release in the United States.22 Extrapolating Maltby�s 
hypothesis about the persistence of the myth of Casablanca�s alternative 
endings might not suffice to explain why the myth of The Wind�s withdrawn 
ending has survived. Whereas the myth surrounding the ending of Casa-
blanca offers a happy outcome � at least in terms of the romantic couple of 
the film � the myth surrounding the ending of The Wind reverses the forma-
tion of the couple, offering instead an unhappy outcome in which Letty sur-
renders herself to the wind. 

Almost every critic of The Wind discusses the ending. Forslund de-
fends the supposedly tacked-on ending on aesthetic grounds. Considering 
that an unhappy ending may be as banal as a happy one, he writes, �[T]he 
final scene, with the two in the doorway as the storm abates, opens up, in 
any event, some opportunity. It�s beautiful, and one believes in it. Two out-
casts have found each other.�23 Affron concedes that the ending denatures 
to some extent the film�s cumulative force, but still praises it as a last trium-
phant vision of Lillian Gish: �Tempered by her various ordeals, she 
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emerges victorious in that doorway.�24

Tumbleson offers an interesting argument in favour of the supposedly 
imposed happy ending. For Tumbleson, the novel�s uncompromising tragic 
ending condemns the heroine to �suffer death for the crime of having been 
raped.�25 He contrasts the evolution of The Wind from novel to film to the 
evolution from Richardson�s Pamela to Clarissa. While Richardson had of-
fered Pamela the possibility of marrying the man who had tried to rape her, 
he would later punish Clarissa with death for failing to avoid rape. In the 
adaptation from novel to film, The Wind offers the reverse evolution. Tum-
bleson finds it ironic that Gish and Marion argued for the unhappy ending 
on moral grounds, while it was either the greedy exhibitors or producers 
who allowed the rape victim to survive.26 In opposition to Adorno and Hork-
heimer�s pessimistic view of mass culture, Tumbleson holds that capitalist 
mass culture subverts the feudal conception of exalted feminine self-
sacrifice that artistic integrity still insists upon. Without contesting Tumble-
son�s overarching argument about mass culture, I believe that the specific 
example of The Wind is problematic because the sexual act is consensual 
in the novel while its status remains unclear in the film. Furthermore, as the 
withdrawn titles quoted above from the screenplay show, Marion did not 
argue in favour of preserving the integrity of the novel�s plot, but in favour of 
stating unambiguously that Letty had been raped.27

Attempting to explain the fascination that the ending exerts, Tibbets 
suggests that, despite its ludicrousness, the happy ending conveys the idea 
that sanity and life are only possible through acceptance. When Letty�s re-
sistance breaks down, the wind too changes dramatically: 

As it plays about her, moulding the skirts to her slim body, we ex-
perience the light-headed feeling that a nightmare has recently been 
exorcised. It is not the same wind that evoked Letty�s opening ex-
clamation: it gently enfolds her body now; it is almost as if through 
her own transformation it, too, were subtly changed. It is one of the 
strangest victories in cinema.28

Tibbets� analysis also provides the key to understanding why the myth 
about the uncensored unhappy ending has survived. The film purposefully 
creates the impression that it has been imposed and that another one has 
been withdrawn. Not only do Gish�s and Larson�s hairstyles appear differ-
ent � Gish�s hair is loose for the first time and Larson�s shorter for no ap-
parent reason � but, as Tibbets notices, the wind has become a gentle 
force that understands the couple�s love and enfolds them. It is as if the 
whole story had unfolded in Letty�s mind. This transformation recalls Doro-
thy Scarborough�s defence to the attacks on the bleak, unbearable repre-
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sentation of the West that the novel conveys. She explains that �the story is 
given through the mind of the homesick, frightened girl, who sees every-
thing distorted to a certain extent.�29 Although the ending creates the im-
pression that, to a certain extent, the story has unfolded in Letty�s mind, the 
oppressive bleakness and the unearthly, metaphysical quality of the film 
are too impressive to be so easily disavowed. 

However, the happy ending is not as gratuitous as those of films such 
as Red River (Howard Hawks, 1948) or Bigger than Life (Nicholas Ray, 
1956). Sjöström follows Hollywood�s rules of repetition and foreshadowing 
in two different ways. First, Letty�s last lines (�I�m not afraid of the wind. I�m 
not afraid of anything anymore. Because I�m your wife, to work with you, to 
love you!�) provide closure by alluding to a previous intertitle in which Lige 
expresses his disappointment (�I thought you�d married me to be my wife � 
work with me � love me�). Second, the last scene offers the first welcome 
misidentification after a series of frustrating ones. Throughout the film, Letty 
has been expecting one man and encountering another one. Expecting 
Beverly to meet her at the train station, she mistakes Lige for him. In a later 
sequence, some cowboys bring an injured man into her cabin. Afraid that 
Lige has been hurt, Letty uncovers the injured man, who is in fact Wirt. In 
the film�s climactic sequence, someone bangs against the door during the 
storm. Letty opens the door, hoping, most surely, that Lige has returned to 
protect her. She appears surprised when she realizes it is Wirt. Finally, im-
mediately after the wind has uncovered Wirt�s body, someone tries to open 
the door. Letty imagines that the wind has resurrected Wirt. In a shot 
strongly resembling the one in which Wirt comes from the sandstorm, a 
man�s hands shake Letty. After hesitating, she turns around and encoun-
ters Lige, not Wirt. Letty welcomes this final misidentification that, like the 
last intertitle, provides a sense of closure. 

The happy ending achieves a superb inversion of order. Both Mitry 
and Deleuze speak of the film in terms of a duel. There are two ways of 
conceiving this duel: as an earthly duel between Letty and the aggressive 
social milieu or as a metaphysical one between Letty and the wind. The 
happy ending transforms the wind into an indifferent element upon which 
Letty has displaced her social struggles; once Letty feels reconciled with 
the social milieu and accepts Lige as her husband, the wind stops being a 
threat. On the other hand, the novel�s unhappy ending sustains the duel be-
tween Letty and the wind as central. The social and physical challenges 
that Letty suffers function as avatars of a relentless force that will not be 
subdued until it has had its way with her. 

It seems that the respective myths of alternative endings for Casa-
blanca and The Wind have survived for different reasons. The ending of the 
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former makes a relevant ideological point while providing the main conflict 
with closure; by sacrificing his own personal happiness for a greater cause, 
Rick reveals an altruistic nature. Therefore, the myth of alternative endings 
for Casablanca survives precisely because of their possible ideological im-
plications. As Maltby argues, the power of such mythology lies in imagining 
�that classical Hollywood cinema was [not] a rigidly controlled Jesuitical 
universe.�30 In the case of The Wind, the ending is already ideologically in-
coherent or, in Gish�s own words, �morally unjust.� The happy ending al-
lows the heroine to get away with murder and probably with adultery. The 
myth of an alternative ending for The Wind does not provide an opportunity 
for ideological transgressions, but rather for a non-ideological relation to 
nature. 

Ironically, the unhappy ending fulfils its function through its absence. 
Throughout the film, the wind is a capricious, vengeful and remorseless 
force that cannot be tamed or understood. Thus the happy ending appears 
as an unsuccessful attempt at giving the wind a rational sense and con-
cealing its monstrosity. While the happy ending represents the wind as an 
objectification of social challenges, the unhappy ending promises to pre-
sent it as a monstrous, irrational force. The effect is sublime in strict Kant-
ian terms. The sublime object does not represent the thing-in-itself, but 
rather the impossibility of its presentation. The happy ending of The Wind 
abolishes the gap between the empirical and the metaphysical in a nega-
tive way because �the phenomenon�s inability to represent the Thing ade-
quately is inscribed in the phenomenon itself.�31 If, as Tibbets mentions, the 
ending of The Wind constitutes one of the strangest victories in cinema it is 
because, for once, artistic compromise corresponds to the ultimate com-
promise of reason, condemned to represent metaphysical ideas as impos-
sible. 

The Wind does not seek to prove the existence of a metaphysical 
realm; on the contrary, its most prominent theme is the disavowal of such a 
realm. Tellingly, it follows the opposite trajectory of Stromboli (Roberto 
Rossellini, 1949), a more explicitly metaphysical film. Karin (Ingrid Berg-
man) is uprooted in Stromboli, a desolate island as brutal and poverty-
stricken as West Texas. Unlike Letty, however, Karin immediately recog-
nises her problem as social, complaining about the poverty, repression, 
and superstition that plague the island. At first, the sublimity of the volcano 
appears simply to express the brutality of Stromboli. However, in her at-
tempt to escape the island, Karin recognises the beauty and mystery of the 
volcano, thereafter reconciling herself with the social milieu. As Sandro 
Bernardi explains, the film is about �learning how to see [nature].�32 On the 
contrary, The Wind is about reading nature as an element of culture. As an 
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example of the emergence of the time-image, Stromboli displays how non-
subjective thought appears through the experience of the sublime; as an 
example of the emergence of the movement-image, The Wind shows how 
culture (as well as the stable heterosexual couple) becomes possible 
through the disavowal of monstrosity. 

III. Impressions, emotions, and the transcendental solution 

I will now compare how Casablanca and The Wind bridge the empiri-
cal and metaphysical realms within the story itself, that is, how characters 
discover the truth hiding behind appearances. Non-diegetic music consti-
tutes the most pervasive manifestation of metaphysical emotional truth in 
classical Hollywood cinema. However, since non-diegetic music remains 
inaccessible to characters, it does not successfully enter the empirical 
world of the film. The empirical realm represents metaphysical truth more 
directly through objects and acts. Following the terminology that Deleuze 
suggests for the action-image, I call such objects impressions and such 
acts emotions.33

Impressions are emotional objects that express inner truths outwardly. 
One finds examples of such objects in numerous Hollywood films, such as 
the camellia that Charlotte (Bette Davis) insists on wearing in Now, Voy-
ager (Irving Rapper, 1942) as a symbol of her attachment to Jerry (Paul 
Henreid), or the cufflinks that Susan (Meryl Streep) carries with her in 
Plenty (Fred Schepisi, 1985) as a symbol of her participation in the French 
Resistance, the only significant event in her life. 

On the other hand, emotions are excessive actions that also prove 
one�s true inner nature, such as Sarah Jane�s (Susan Kohner�s) public out-
burst of repentance during her mother�s funeral in Imitation of Life (Douglas 
Sirk, 1959), or Marion�s (Catherine Deneuve�s) act of wrenching the poison 
out of Louis� (Jean-Paul Belmondo�s) hands in Mississippi Mermaid (Fran-
çois Truffaut, 1969), which proves her love for him. In his discussion of M, 
Jacques Rancière offers two examples of emotions. During the trial staged 
by the mob, a prostitute plays the role of a mother, trying to express the in-
effable pain of those mothers whose children M has killed. Equally, during 
his tirade, M�s voice breaks down, trying to express a kind of pain that may 
not be communicated otherwise. An emotion expresses what �can only be 
imitated, vocalized, performed, something that can only be felt through an 
equivalent.�34

Casablanca includes both impressions and emotions. The songs �As 
Time Goes By� and �La Marseillaise� function as impressions: Sam�s ren-
dering of �As Time Goes By� expresses Rick and Ilsa�s feelings for one an-
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other; �La Marseillaise� expresses the community�s otherwise tacit rejection 
of Nazism. The three main characters resort to emotions: after failing to 
shoot Rick for the letters of transit, Ilsa reveals her love for him by means of 
a melodramatic gesture; although Rick maintains his composure when he 
renounces Ilsa, his self-sacrifice for a greater cause also constitutes an 
emotion revealing his true character; finally, Renaud (Claude Rains) dem-
onstrates his patriotism by disposing of a Vichy-labelled bottle of water. The 
Wind contains impressions, such as a mirror that Wirt gives to Letty, or the 
coffee prepared by Lige that Letty throws away; the former indicates Letty�s 
attachment to Wirt and the latter her rejection of Lige. The film also draws 
on emotions: for instance, Cora�s outbursts of jealousy or Lige�s sexual at-
tack upon Letty. 

By extending the question of knowledge to the wind itself, the film pro-
vides the wind with an empirical and a metaphysical facet. It is precisely the 
dual nature of the wind that accounts for the overlying earthly and unearthly 
dimensions of the film. These dimensions do not merely coexist next to one 
another; one must interpret one as the manifestation of the other. The film 
supplies interpretative cues for constructing both alternatives: either the 
wind poses challenges upon Letty that manifest in the social milieu or Letty 
faces her social difficulties by displacing them into a non-existent meta-
physical entity. 

The transition between the two facets of the wind constitutes the main 
aesthetic problem in the film. Sjöström offers three solutions, each of a dif-
ferent nature. The metaphysical solution consists in representing the wind 
as a white horse neighing in the sky. The image appears in Letty�s mind 
alone until the threat of rape unhinges it from Letty�s point of view, success-
fully reaching the metaphysical realm. The empirical solution consists in 
creating the wind out of its effects. For Scarborough, as well as for 
Sjöström, the sand functions as an impression manifesting the wind�s will of 
scourging Letty. The sand gives the wind a certain materiality: �It had 
clothed itself with those swirling veils that revealed its obscene antics, its 
horrific gestures. It was a thing unbearable to see the wind!�35 In the cli-
mactic sequence in which the wind defeats Letty, the wind uses not only 
the sand, but also a log and a hanging lamp. The log striking against the 
door becomes the wind�s voice, while the hanging lamp hypnotises Letty by 
swinging from side to side. 

The third solution is strictly transcendental. To explain this transcen-
dental solution, I resort to Deleuze�s distinction between the relative and 
absolute aspects of the out-of-field. He explains that the relative aspect is 
essentially spatial and forms �a homogeneous continuity, a universe of 
genuinely unlimited content.�36 For Deleuze, this homogeneous spatial con-
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tinuity is only the set encompassing all sets but not the whole, whose na-
ture is temporal and whose function consists precisely in impeding any set 
from closing in on itself. While the relative aspect appears by adding space 
to space, the absolute one functions by reinforcing the closure of the frame 
and by eliminating the spatial relations of the image. 

In the close views of Letty, Sjöström suspends her relation to the spa-
tial surroundings. Letty�s face is located precisely in the interstice between 
the empirical and metaphysical dimensions, that is, in the transcendental 
realm. Such suspension allows the transit between the empirical and the 
metaphysical. In the beginning of the film, Letty meets Wirt on a train. Wirt 
warns her about the wind: �Day in, day out, whislin� and howlin� � makes 
folks go crazy � especially women.� Letty�s reaction is rendered in a me-
dium close-up. Her face is brightly lit and the background is completely 
blurred. An intertitle lets us know what she tells him: �You�re not scaring me 
a bit, Mr. Roddy. I am looking forward to everything.� Cut back to the high-
contrast medium close-up framing Letty. She is looking at Wirt, but some-
thing makes her glance turn around. The window, now clashed by sand, 
meets Letty�s eyes. Sjöström intercuts this image with close views of Letty�s 
face. Wirt disappears until an off-screen sound brings Letty back from this 
first confrontation. The train has arrived at its destination. A few minutes 
later, while Letty is having dinner at her cousin�s house, Sjöström repeats 
this procedure. When Letty refuses to eat, Cora gives Letty a threatening 
look. In another background-blurred medium close-up, Letty starts eating. 
Suddenly, something else forces her glance to shift. It is the wind, whipping 
the window with sand. In a later sequence, as Cora demands Letty to marry 
either Lige or Sourdough, Beverly enters the room coughing. Letty ap-
proaches him, but Cora throws her to the floor. Now lying on the floor, Letty 
looks towards Cora and Beverly. An eye-line match lets us see them. 
Sjöström cuts back to Letty, who closes her eyes. When she opens them, 
what is before her is not the previous shot, but the wind itself blowing in the 
plain. Cut back again to Letty, who takes her hand to her head. The wind 
seems to have suggested an idea to her. She will ask Wirt for help. In these 
three sequences, a glance shift interrupts the diegetic world and takes us to 
an unearthly dimension, in which Letty confronts the wind directly.37 These 
close views constitute transcendental knots diverging into the empirical and 
the metaphysical. Béla Balász suggests that close-ups interrupt the spatio-
temporal continuum, revealing connections belonging to another dimen-
sion. However, he describes this dimension as metaphysical: �Close-ups 
are often dramatic revelations of what is really happening under the surface 
of appearances.�38 The close views in The Wind do not reveal truth, but 
systematically explore a more primary function of the close-up: the tran-
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scendental act of bifurcating images that creates the polarity between ap-
pearance and truth. 

In the operations discussed in section I (the reconstruction of a meta-
physical story out of the narrative discourse) and section II (the creation of 
alternative endings), the viewer is required to bridge the empirical and 
metaphysical. Conversely, within the story the characters themselves must 
perform such transition. This is the level in which Casablanca and The 
Wind diverge pronouncedly. In Casablanca, as in classical Hollywood cin-
ema in general, characters access truth either by impressions or emotions, 
and non-diegetic music may function as a metaphysical interpretation of 
empirical situations. Despite resorting to both impressions and emotions, 
The Wind primarily functions by means of transcendental images, forking 
into the two poles of the movement-image. 

How does this transcendental image impact our understanding of the 
relationship between the movement-image and the time-image? I believe 
that it corroborates, to a certain extent, Rancière�s lucid analysis of 
Deleuze�s cinema books. Aware that the distinction between the move-
ment-image and time-image refers both to an ontological quality of images 
and to a historical rupture of the cinema, Rancière takes exception with the 
historical aspect of Deleuze�s argument. Rancière�s analysis lays bare the 
impossibility of identifying the movement-image with classical cinema, on 
the one hand, and the time-image with modern cinema, on the other. He 
calls attention to the fact that the paralysis of Hitchcockian characters that 
signals the crisis of the movement-image � Jeff in Rear Window (1954) and 
Scottie in Vertigo (1958) � is only one aspect of the plots of these films; the 
plots keep moving forward regardless of such paralysis.39 He also ob-
serves that Deleuze invokes the same model � Bresson � to illustrate the 
affection-image (a kind of movement-image) and the time-image. Rancière 
considers that it is impossible to isolate in Bresson�s films �any images en-
dowed with properties that would distinguish them from the movement-
image.�40 Therefore, the distinction between the movement-image and the 
time-image �would be strictly transcendental and would thus not corre-
spond to any identifiable rupture.�41

However, even if we renounce to such artificial historical rupture, we 
should still insist on two senses of the movement-image and the time-
image: as ontological aspects of images and as organising principles or re-
gimes. As Rancière�s analysis implies, the time-image only becomes an ac-
tual mode of narration, subjectivity, and thought within or next to the 
movement-image; but, on the other hand, the movement-image also re-
quires the phantasmal presence of the time-image to operate. Such inter-
twinement of the two kinds of regimes only aligns this opposition with other 
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� equally interdependent � Deleuzian oppositions, such as active versus 
reactive forces, becoming versus being, rhizomatic versus arboreal think-
ing, the Nomadic versus the State, the molecular versus the molar, and 
schizophrenia versus paranoia. As in the rest of these oppositions, Deleuze 
tries to demonstrate how the movement-image presupposes the efface-
ment of the time-image, which returns � however impurely � in modern cin-
ema. 

What I have tried to isolate in this essay is a certain type of time-image 
that enables the play between truth and appearances in classical Holly-
wood cinema. Classical Hollywood cinema may simultaneously address in-
nocent and sophisticated viewers alike because of the dual nature of the 
movement-image. However, such polarity of the movement-image attains 
consistency by obliterating the transcendental image and by reinscribing its 
fundamental action � the bifurcation into appearance and truth � either as 
the metaphysical interpretation of the empirical or as the empirical manifes-
tation of the metaphysical. 
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